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An impact-hardening polymer composite that is promising as a protective equipment material for its

excellent performance and comfortable characteristics is shown. Falling weight impact experiments

are performed to characterize its protective behavior, which is realized by absorbing energy and

resisting deformation. From the mechanical tests in different strain rate, it is seen to undergo

transitions from a viscous-liquid behavior to a rubbery behavior, then to a glassy behavior. These

phase transition are found to be essential for their practical applications in the energy absorption and

the deformation resistance. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4870044]

We might get injured in sports (rugby, motorcycle race,

and skiing), natural disasters (earthquake, hurricane, and

tsunami), dangerous work environments (building site, fire

scene, and explosion), etc. In such cases, a super garment

with resisting attacks and moving comfortably is needed. In

the past decades, many materials have been used to prevent

injury such as metals, ceramics, composites, and

nanomaterials.1–3 They can absorb a large amount of shock

energy and retain structural integrity. However, they are

heavy or hard. Liquid armor composited of ballistic fabrics

and shear thickening fluid4 have recently attracted much

attention due to their excellent protection and comfort of

wearing.1,5,6 However, the sealing of the shear thickening

fluid is challenging in the applications. Polymers with their

stability, hardening with increasing rate and self-healing

ability after impact7 might be the ideal protective materials.8

In particular, these polymers such as polyurethane, polyuria,

and Silly PuttyVR caused their response to traverse the phase

transition zone under impact have been widely exploited in

the safety systems.9–11 Here, an impact-hardening polymer

composite (IHPC) with two stages of phase transitions is

studied. It was observed to undergo transition from a viscous

liquid behavior to a rubbery behavior, then to a glassy behav-

ior with the increasing strain rate. Energy absorption and

deformation resistance caused by the poly-phase transition

make the IHPC have excellent performance of impact pro-

tection. Furthermore, because of the highly nonlinear behav-

iors of the IHPC, it is an ideal example to study the

viscoelasticity of the polymers, and there are significant

physical meanings within its “liquid-solid” transition related.

The IHPC was prepared as follows. First, simethicone,

pyroboric acid, and a small amount of alcohol were placed

into a beaker and heated under stirring for about 1 h at high

temperature to obtain the raw rubber. Then, the raw rubber,

benzoylperoxide and calcium carbonate were mixed uni-

formly in a mixing machine. In the last step, the IHPC was

obtained by sulfurizing the mixing material by a baking

oven. The IHPC appears milky white as shown in Fig. 1(a).

In the normal case, it could be made into arbitrary

shape desired and cold flow occurs under its own weight

(Fig. 1(b)). If rolled into a ball and dropped, it showed a high

elasticity. The rebound height was about 70%–80% of the

drop height (Fig. 1(c)). In addition, if a hammer struck the

IHPC, it instantly hardened and was not easy to deformation

(Fig. 1(d)).

We used a falling weight system to study the protection

behaviors of the IHPC under impact (Fig. 2(a)). During the

test, impact mass strikes the IHPC with various drop heights.

The instantaneous sensor signals including mass acceleration

(a) and the bottom force (F) versus time are shown in Fig.

2(b). Rather than collapsing the IHPC, the mass pushes it

down, suffering a stiff resistance. This immediately causes

the peak contact force Fc¼mmassapeak (where mmass and apeak

FIG. 1. Typical behaviors of an IHPC. (a) A piece of the IHPC. (b) Cold

flow behavior of the IHPC, which is the tendency of the IHPC to move

slowly under the influence of the stress like gravitation. It is a combination

of four images (at various times 0 min, 5 min, 10 min, and 15 min). (c) High

elasticity of the IHPC while free-falling. The rebound height is not readily

captured. It is estimated by our observed value. (d) Deformation resistance

of the IHPC under impact. It is a combination of two images (a hammer

before and after striking the IHPC).a)Electronic mail: gongxl@ustc.edu.cn
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are the mass and peak acceleration of the impact mass,

respectively) between the impact mass and the IHPC to reach

the value about 2856N for the drop height hdh¼ 20 cm. But

the peak bottom force Fpeak is about 10N (Fig. 2(b)). After

the impact, the mass bounce into the air and the bounced

height increases with the drop height. To eliminate the

impact of the contact area, we plotted the peak contact stress

rc and the peak bottom stress rf versus various hdh in Figs.

2(c) and 2(d). The rc is observed to increase with the drop

height in a linear manner over the tested range, and the

growth rate is about 9.88 MPa/m. For the rf, the values are

not stable at the same drop height, but it slowly increases in

average. By comparing these two signals, the scale of rc is

typically about fifty times larger than rf. Furthermore, the

growth rate of rf is faster than rc. These results implicate

that the IHPC depress the impact stress transmitting into the

bottom storeroom. If the force sensor is substituted by an

object, we need to protect, this remarkable performance can

protect an object from impact failure.

To clarify how the IHPC can protect the object, the dy-

namics of the mass are studied. Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) show the

mass velocity V and displacement D versus time at various

hdh¼ 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm. The dynamic behaviors of

the mass included rebound energy Eb and maximal displace-

ment Dmax are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). Eb increases

with Ei in a linear manner over the tested range, and the

bounced energy is about 23% of the impact energy. Dmax is

about 3 mm at hdh¼ 10 cm and maintains the value about

4 mm when hdh over 20 cm. These results have two important

implications. First, the IHPC absorbs a part of the impact

energy during the impact. And second, the larger the magni-

tude of the impact is, the harder the IHPC is. It retains the

structure integrity of the bottom storeroom and protects the

protected object against the region impacted. Thus, energy

FIG. 2. Impact at the IHPC. (a) The

impact mass (mmass¼ 2.4 kg and

rmass¼ 30 mm) is housed by guiderails

and launched via free-fall.

Instantaneous mass acceleration a is

measured by an embedded accelerome-

ter. A storeroom (rs¼ 14 mm and

hs¼ 4.5 mm) is set directly below the

IHPC (rIHPC¼ 25 mm and

hIHPC¼ 12 mm). A force sensor

(rf¼ 13 mm and hf¼ 3 mm) recorded

the stress transmission to the bottom

embed in the storeroom. (b) Mass

acceleration a and bottom force F (the

negative sign indicates the compres-

sion, not size) versus time for

hdh¼ 20 cm. The peak mass accelera-

tion is marked as apeak. The peak bot-

tom force is marked as Fpeak. ((c) and

(d)) The peak contact stress between

the impact mass and the IHPC

rc¼mmassapeak/(pr2
IHPC) and the peak

bottom stress rf¼Fpeak/(pr2
f) versus

hdh¼ 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm. The

tests are conducted twice with the

same IHPC at each drop height.

FIG. 3. Dynamics of the impact mass.

(a) Mass velocity V versus time. These

data are obtained by integrating

acceleration-time curves shown in Fig.

2(b). The time t¼ 0 is defined when the

impact mass contact the IHPC. Initial

mass velocity Vt¼ 0 satisfy the formula

Vt¼ 0¼ (2ghdh)
1/2 (where g is the gravi-

tational acceleration). Rebound velocity

of the mass Vb is defined the maximum

value in the curve. (b) Rebound energy

Eb¼ 0.5mmassV
2
b versus impact energy

Ei¼mmassghdh. (c) Mass displacement

D versus time for time as shown. These

data are obtained by integrating the

velocity-time curves shown in Fig. 3(a).

(d) Maximum mass displacement Dmax

(negative) versus hdh¼ 10, 20, 30, 40,

and 50 cm.
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absorption and deformation resistance are the ways how the

IHPC protects an object.

These impact behaviors implicate that the mechanical

properties of the IHPC are rate dependent. To clarify this,

the uniaxial compressive true stress-true strain behaviors9

of the IHPC were examined at low and high strain rates

(Fig. 4(a)). For the low strain rate case (Fig. 4(a) inset), the

true stress shows an exponential increase with the true strain.

The magnitude of the true stress at the same true strain, as

we expected, depends on strain rate. The high strain rate tests

(>1000 s�1) are performed on a split Hopkinson pressure bar

(SHPB). The complete operation and design details of SHPB

techniques for testing of polymeric materials can be found in

Ref. 12 and the further description of this SHPB setup see

Ref. 13. There are eight strain amplitude regimes and the

true stress-true strain is also observed to be rate dependent.

(1) The true stress grows linearly as the true strain. The mod-

ulus, which defines as the slope of the true stress-strain

curve, has a dependence on the strain rate. This is most likely

due to the increasing viscous force, which depends on the de-

formation rate. (2) The stress increase deviate from linear

relationship, which known as “anelastic” regimen. (3) The

stress reaches the local maximum, and it is called the yield

point. After the yield point, the materials enter viscoplastic-

ity regime. (4) Followed by a drop of the stress, it is known

as “strain softening.” (5) Then, a plastic flow regime charac-

terized by a constant plateau stress appears. (6)The stress

grows again, it is known as “strain hardening.” The harden-

ing modulus is defined as the slope of the true stress-true

strain curves at the region of strain hardening and increases

with the strain rate. (7) The stress reaches the second local

maximum true stress, and the IHPC start to crack. (8) The

crack expands in a large range of strain. After the yield point,

the stress keeps nearly constant level over a wide range of

strain and it implicates that the IHPC is an excellent energy

absorber.14 Note that only when the strain rate is 14 132 s�1

the IHPC cracks. Below this strain rate, it begins to unload-

ing at the second local maximum true stress.

As seen in a comparison of low and high strain rate

(Fig. 4(a)), the true stress at the same true strain can be dif-

fered orders of magnitude. To quantify this gap, we plotted

the yield stress for high strain rate and the stress at true strain

0.36 for low strain rate versus the natural logarithm of the

average true strain rate in Fig. 4(b). The average true strain

rate is calculated by _eavg ¼
Ð ef

0
_ede=ef , where ef is the true

strain at the fracture point or unloading point. In the high

rate, the strain rate effect of the yield stress of the IHPC fol-

lows the classic Eyring model ry¼ 40.4ln(de/dt)�291.1. The

corresponding stress at the strain rate 0.001 s�1 is about

1.07� 103 Pa, while the yield stress at the strain rate

14 132 s�1 is about 9.73� 107 Pa. The strain rate gives near

five orders of magnitude gap for the true stress. According to

the mechanical behaviors, the IHPC is most likely in viscous

liquid state at the low strain rate. And the eight strain

regimes at the high strain rate are the typical behavior of the

glassy polymer.15,16 These results arrive at a conclusion that

the IHPC has a phase change when the strain rate is high

enough.

As expressed above, the IHPC tested is observed to

undergo transition from the viscous liquid state at low rates

to the glassy state at high rates. From previous experiments,

there is a rubber state between the viscous liquid state and

the glassy state of the polymer.17 Here, an angular frequency

x versus storage modulus G0 behavior was evaluated to

obtain the behaviors at the intermediate rate and shows in

Fig. 4(c). It is useful to express the frequency dependence as

the strain rate dependence, and the equivalent average strain

rate can be calculated as, _eavg ¼ 2cx.9 The polymer is rub-

bery when the storage modulus G0 reaches a platform of the

order about 1 MPa. From the experimental value, the IHPC

transit from the viscous liquid state to the rubber state under

the angular frequency sweep and diffuse transition angular

frequency xd is 12.5 s�1. In this scenario, it suggests that the

diffuse transition strain rate _ed is 2.5 s�1.

These results describe the process of the phase transi-

tions of the IHPC: (1) viscous liquid state at the low rate, (2)

FIG. 4. (a) The true stress versus true

strain for the IHPC under high and low

strain rate (inset). The low strain rate

tests (<0.1 s�1) are performed on a

multi-function testing machine (MTS

C43.304E) under constant engineering

strain rate. (b) Yield stress ry in the

glassy state and stress taken at true

strain values of 0.36 in the viscous liq-

uid state versus the natural logarithm

of the average true strain rate ln(de/dt).
(c) Angular frequency x versus storage

modulus G0 measured by a torque

rheometer (Anton paar, Physica

MCR301) with thickness 1 mm. This

experiment is conducted at the shear

strain c¼ 10% and temperature 20 �C.

Jamming phase diagrams of the poly-

mer for (d) the diffuse transition and

(e) the glassy transition.

121915-3 Jiang et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 121915 (2014)
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rubbery state at the intermediate rate, and (3) glassy state at

the high rate. This clarifies why the IHPC has the performance

of the energy absorption and deformation resistance. By

extension, while the IHPC is struck, the IHPC will be in

glassy state which is difficult to deformation. Simultaneously,

large amount of energy including stored energy and dissipated

energy is absorbed under impact. The stored energy represent-

ing the elastic portion, like the rebound energy of the impact

mass mentioned above, will be released after impact. The dis-

sipated energy representing the viscous portion dissipates as

heat.

The polymer transitions which transited from liquid-like

state (viscous liquid state) to solid-like state (rubber state and

glassy state) are not caused by chemical reaction, but physical

process. These sudden phase transitions conjure images of the

jamming field.18–20 The onset of the liquid-solid transition

associated with jamming depends on interplay between tem-

perature T, applied stress r, and inverse packing faction den-

sity 1/u.21,22 According to this concept, the falling

temperature can jam the liquid-like polymer. Clearly, it is

revealed by the previous temperature sweep experiments.17

The diffuse transition temperature Td and the glassy transition

temperature Tg are defined as the demarcation points of the

rubbery and glassy jamming, respectively. The basic differ-

ence of rubber state and liquid state is the absence of the holis-

tic movement of the molecular chain and the segments

movement is depressed for the glassy state. The raising

applied stress can unjam the solid-like polymer, and the sys-

tem is fluidized. It is usually observed to undergo twice flow

behavior after the yield point and the fracture point of the

polymer. It is directly measured that the molecular mobility

sharply increases at the yield stress.18 And the molecular dy-

namics simulations also prove the decrease of entanglement

parameter after the yield point.23 These results show that the

yield stress ry breaks the interaction between the chains and

activates the molecular movement. Similarly, the fracture

stress rf breaks the bond and activates the segmental move-

ment.17,24,25 When the packing density of the chains uc or the

segments us reaches the critical points, the polymer at viscous

liquid state change to rubber or glass, respectively. As

expressed above, the rubbery and glassy jamming could be

imaged, as illustrate in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). In these figures,

the jammed states occupy the low-temperature, high-density,

and low-stress of the phase diagram and the unjammed state

occupy the rest. The interfaces in the three-dimensional space

are defined by Td, 1/uc, and ry for the rubbery jamming and

Tg, 1/us, and rf for the glassy jamming.

The mechanical property of the polymer depends on the

scale of the loading time. This time dependence is due to the

rearrangement of the structure (chains and segments) cannot

keep pace with the loading time. Two very typical examples

are offered by the creep and the relaxation. This implicates

that the interaction between the molecular chains or the seg-

ments increase at the short experimental time. For example,

the entanglements between the chains become physical

crosslinking (Figure 4(d) inset). The relative movements of

the segments are depressed (Figure 4(e) inset). According to

the view of jamming, the critical temperature could decrease

by an increase in the attractive interactions.26 Thus, the

phase transition can occur at the room temperature by

increasing the strain rate. The jamming model gives another

way to build the relationship between the phase transition

and microstructure for the polymer. The fundamental simi-

larity between the diffuse/glassy transition and jamming

transition should be studied deeply. It is noteworthy that

unlike the existing jamming, the molecular size scale, the

multiple interactions, and the obvious relaxation process of

the polymer could lead to unique behaviors.

In summary, an impact-hardening polymer composite

with excellent protective performance is synthesized. By the

falling weight tests, we find the protective performance is

realized by absorbing a large amount of the impact energy

(about 23% of the impact energy stored and a part of impact

energy dissipated) and stiffly resisting the deformation (max

deformation is about 4 mm). The IHPC transits from viscous

fluid state at the low strain rate (measured by the multi-

function testing machine) to rubbery state at the intermediate

rate (measured by the rheometer) then to glassy state at the

high rate (measured by the SHPB) and the diffuse transition

strain rate is about 2.5 s�1. It is indicated that the phase tran-

sitions lead to the deformation resistance and the energy

absorption. Finally, an analogy between the jamming and the

phase transitions of the polymers are discussed. If these two

phenomena are essentially the same, it would provide other

research method for polymer science.
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